
Ubu Gallery is pleased to announce the release of a new book, OCTOPUS 

TIME: Bellmer Painting, by Herbert Lust, accompanied by an exhibition high-

lighting a number of works reproduced in the book. The exhibition presents 

paintings, works on paper, sketchbooks, various manuscripts, sculpture and 

photography, including Bellmer’s controversial work, I Am God, which appears 

on the cover of Lust’s book.

Hans Bellmer (1902 – 1975), a Surrealist who—although underappreciated 

during his lifetime—continues to be highly influential to artists today, created 

an emotional, intellectual and erotically charged body of work. Bellmer is best 

known for a series of photographs of two life-sized adolescent female dolls, 

which he constructed and photographed between 1934 and 1938. The lighting 

and staging—with their nods to German expressionist cinema, Renaissance 

religious painting and illumination, and explicit fetishism—allowed Bellmer to 

establish a sexually-laden atmosphere and to realize a personal language of 

desire. The artist intended, in his own words, to “make it possible to recreate 

physically the dizzying heights of passion and to do so to the extent of creating 

new desires.” Lust argues that Bellmer elevated an examination of sex from 

the coded or veiled to one of the real and the raw, to the extent of influencing 

Marcel Duchamp and paving the way for future generations of artists.

The appreciation of Bellmer’s photographs is enhanced in the broader de-

velopmental context of his continuous production of paintings, prints, sculp-

ture and drawings. As Lust describes it, “Drawings, sculpture and photogra-

phy were the foundation, floors and walls to the Bellmer castle. Painting is the 

roof.” Bellmer’s draftsmanship is unique in Surrealism, grounded as it is in the 

Northern European classical tradition, and is unusual and powerful as pure 

visual style. In Bellmer’s œuvre, drawing leads to sculpture and photography, 

which, in turn, cause Bellmer to rethink the drawing. In this regard, Bellmer’s 

art embodies a constant dialogue among all the plastic mediums.

Herbert Lust is a renowned art historian, art collector, investment banker 

and avant-garde novelist. His published books include, Giacometti’s Drawings 

(1946–1965): The “Gaze” and its Romantic Classicism, 2003; Alberto Giacom-

etti, Love & Friendship, 2003; Hans Bellmer, For Woman are Endless Forms, 

1990; Violence and Defiance, 1983; Enrico Baj, Dada Impressionist: A Catalogue 

Raisonné, 1950–1973; Alberto Giacometti: The Complete Graphics and Fifteen 

Drawings, 1970; and Art and Morals in the Philosophy of Nietzsche, 1948.

GaLLery Hours are Tuesday THrouGH saTurday from 11:00 am — 6:00 pm.  

uBu GaLLery is LocaTed aT 416 easT 59TH sTreeT BeTween 1sT avenue and suTTon 

pLace.

for furTHer informaTion or for visuaLs, pLease conTacT JoeLLe Jensen or 

KaTHryn Burns aT 212.753.4444 or info@uBuGaLLery.com.

Hans BeLLmer: ocTopus Time An Exhibition & Book Signing

January 24–april 11, 2009

Book Signing: January 24, 2009, 4:00—7:00 PM

F O R  I M M E D I A T E  R E L E A S E

Octopus Time
B e l l m e r  P a i n t i n g

Herbert comments on the above detail from In Memory, [ill. 11, page 46]

The tears are sperm. Sexual need is eternity. The last memory is 
the first orgasm. It is Wrigley’s chewing gum in “it” own banality. 
The scene is blistered. It is a sexual panorama, an orgy, dominated 
by a woman’s face whose eyes ooze sperm. The pensive and noble 
lips incarnate the cum. These comments are overwritten. It is our 
sexual destiny. herbert lust

Herbert Lust’s career is a historical oddity as it 

has modest international reputations in four 

fields: art history, investment banking, art col-

lecting, and an avant-garde novel, Violence and 

Defiance, 1983, which has been referred to as 

the most alienated vision since World War II and 

also denounced for its language experimentation, 

above all for its suppressing the suffixal adverb, 

and the preposition “of,” because they are too ab-

stract, bland, and, in fact, irrelevant; and also for 

at times substituting the “it” for the “I.” Herbert’s 

art writing has above all been on close friends. 

His Giacometti The Complete Graphics and 

Fifteen Drawings is still the authority accord-

ing to a recent reference to it in the catalogue for 

the Giacometti drawing retrospective at the Pom-

pidou, Le Dessin à L’Oeuvre, page 242. His col-

lection features Giacometti (perhaps the broad-

est based one in existence) and also many major 

works by Frank Stella, Sol LeWitt, Hans Bellmer, 

Carl Andre, Roberto Matta, Yves Tanguy, Allan 

D’Arcangelo, and Robert Indiana 

Octopus Time is the first study about Bellmer’s 

painting. It claims that insofar as eroticism is the 

main theme for Duchamp and Surrealism that 

Bellmer completed this vision as he was much more 

than an artist but also a mythical direction that took 

sex to its final extremes. Although adulating Duch-

amp the study also questions Duchamp as a man and 

as an artist in particular due to his covering up the 

debt he owed to Bellmer whose 1946 mug shots for the 

yanked open vagina, 1934 peephole into the panora-

ma inside the Doll’s belly and the Doll’s spread-eagled 

legs influenced Étant Donnés. The text argues that 

Duchamp also forgot Mallarmé who was the base for 

Duchamp’s erotic thinking and language. As such, 

Duchamp was the magical bridge between Mallar-

mé’s hermetic eroticism and Bellmer’s raw sexuality. 

Octopus Time creates a new literary genre—art his-

tory that saunters into a world view.

Private W. Supply Gallery

Box 11114, Greenwich, CT 06831

$29.00 pp.
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